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Vendor question 1: Does Williamson County require or prefer HSA and/or HRA support? Both are 
referenced on 5.4.1.21.1 but are not mentioned in the Key System Requirements & Capabilities 
document like Cobra and FSA.  
Wilco Response 1: We currently do not have HSA or HRA, and do not anticipate having this as part of 
our benefit plans for this coming year. 
 
Vendor question 2:  Under Key System Requirements & Capabilities "Web Based Cobra elections, FSA 
elections online and transmit this information" and "web based FSA elections"  Is the county requesting 
that the online enrollment solution interface with existing Williamson County Cobra/FSA providers or 
are you requesting that Cobra & FSA providers are included with the enrollment solution?   
Wilco Response 2:  Yes, Interface only.  We already have a Cobra Provider and FSA Provider.   The 
enrollment system is required to send automatic notifications vs. the manual process we currently have 
now as elections are made, and terminations. 
 

Vendor question 3:  in the RFP I see where Aetna plans are referenced. Are you able to share all of your 
carriers and plan types for all of your benefits?  It would be helpful to have a complete list of your entire 
benefit types and carriers.  
Wilco Response 3: This information was posted in form of an excel spreadsheet on the Wilco vendor 
portal at the following link: http://wilco-online.org/ebids/biddetail.aspx?Bid=935 
 

 

http://wcportals.wilco.org/Procurement/
http://wilco-online.org/ebids/biddetail.aspx?Bid=935


 

Vendor question 4: How many employees are currently enrolled in medical?  
Wilco Response 4: 1407 
 
Vendor question 5: How many part-time employees are there?  
Wilco Response 5:  Estimate less than 50 
 

Vendor question 6: What is the payroll/HRIS system(s) being used today?    
Wilco Response 6: Oracle 
 
Vendor question 7: When is open enrollment?    
Wilco Response 7 : Tentative for September/October 
 

Vendor question 8: Will open enrollment be concurrent with the go-live of 10/1/15? 
Wilco Response 8: Yes. New Rates 1/1/2016 
 
Vendor question 9: Who is the current cobra vendor?  
Wilco Response 9:  PayFlex of Aetna 
 

Vendor question 10: How many employees are on cobra today?   
Wilco Response 10: Three (3) 
 

Vendor question 11: What is the annual turnover (%)?   
Wilco Response 11: 14.57% 
 
Vendor question 12: What are Williamson County’s expectations around retirees/direct billing?  
Wilco Response 12: None.  We draft Monthly and will continue to do this. 
 
Vendor question 13: Are direct billing services for leave in scope?  If so, how many LOA participants 
today?  
Wilco Response 13: No only have very few employees on Leave of Absence. 
 
Vendor question 14: Are QMCSO services (qualification/administration) in scope?  If so, how many 
QMCSO events/yr?    
Wilco Response 14: No in scope, very few are received would be handled by payroll and the Benefits 
specialist not the enrollment system. 
 
Vendor question 15: What are Williamson County’s expectations from a service center 
perspective?  Would we be able to obtain a copy of call stats to better assess needs?  
Wilco Response 15: We average 26 – 30 calls per month regarding benefit questions or claims 
questions.  Only need call center as it relates to the Enrollment System. 
 
Vendor question 16: Would we be able to obtain a benefits summary?  
Wilco Response 16: The summary is posted at the following link:  



 http://wilco-online.org/ebids/biddetail.aspx?Bid=935 

Vendor question 17: Please provide all current carriers/coverages for Williamson County and which of 
each currently have EDI files connections in the table below 

 

Vendor/Carrier Name Coverage Type 
Is a file currently being 

sent? What type of file? 
List Bill or  
Self Bill? 

Sample Carrier Medical (PPO/HDHP) Yes, EDI file Self-bill 

                        

                        

                        

                        

                        

                        

                        

                        

                        

 

Wilco Response 17: None currently do not have EDI files, complete enroll through carriers web portal.  
Refer to list of Benefit Type and current provider posted at the following link: 

 http://wilco-online.org/ebids/biddetail.aspx?Bid=935 

Vendor question 18: Can you confirm that the 2-way file integration with County’s Payroll/ HR system is 
in relation to an incoming census file and an outgoing payroll deduction file? 
Wilco Response 18: Payroll will provide incoming census file and enrollment system will provide payroll 
deduction file back to Payroll. 
 
Vendor question 19:  Can you list which carriers Williamson County is interested in having a single-sign 
on connection with. Is this connection currently in place with each of these carriers?  Wilco Response 
19: This information is posted at the following link:  

http://wilco-online.org/ebids/biddetail.aspx?Bid=935 

Vendor question 20: Can you provide clarification on the following questions. 

http://wilco-online.org/ebids/biddetail.aspx?Bid=935
http://wilco-online.org/ebids/biddetail.aspx?Bid=935
http://wilco-online.org/ebids/biddetail.aspx?Bid=935


5.4.6.5 Describe any HRIS capabilities are available?  (HRIS is very broad.  What are you looking for in 
particular?)  Oracle is a powerful HRIS system which has the ability capture numerous fields of 
information. 

Wilco Response 20: please provide What type of HRIS Standard Reporting is available with the vendors 
system number of reports, e.g. Employee and Dependent Demographics individual coverage, family 
coverage by plan enrollments?   Provide what type of additional HRIS Non-Standard Reporting is 
available utilizing this vendors system that sets them above in comparison to other vendors system? 
Additional: HRIS capabilities – Need to see what type of reporting, carrier feeds, payroll deduction feeds, 
general data capture for employees.  Essentially, list out how they would interface with the current Oracle 
system to assist on HRIS issues 

Vendor Question 21: Do I need to send the addendum ahead of the proposal submission? 
Wilco Response 21: No. Please submit any addenda acknowledgements with your proposal. 
 
Vendor Question 22: Is the Proposal affidavit acknowledgement of Addenda which is requiring a notary 
public stamp necessary? 
Wilco Response 21: Yes 
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